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Introduction
◦I am a freelance writer with a background in 
biochemistry and pharmacology

◦I have been working in life sciences publishing and 
communications, and writing news, features and blogs 
on pharma and biotech for over 25 years

◦I write for a variety of print and online media on both 
science and business





Outline
◦How to talk to the media

◦Media for the general population, scientists and the 
industry

◦Looking at and learning from examples
◦Understanding the communications challenges and 
meeting them

◦Speaking to the press



Drivers for growth of research
◦Needs in healthcare

◦Increase in the aging population
◦Growth in cancer and chronic disease, including 
diabetes and obesity



Communicating science
◦The growth in research is driving a need to 
communicate science

◦This must start by understanding the three key 
audiences
◦The general population

◦Bench scientists and researchers
◦Business development and leadership teams



Why publish for the general population?
◦The media may be the only source for the general 
population to access information about science

◦What they read/see:

◦The internet, papers, magazines and television
◦Older people are most likely to read newspapers

◦Younger people access most of their content 
online, and have shorter attention spans



The media’s role in informing and 
educating the general population
◦Increasing the public understanding of science

◦Understanding how research really works

◦Ensuring a more realistic perception of the pharma 
and biotech industry

◦The media may be the only way that people find out 
about science – because of this, it’s vitally important 
that the coverage they read is good



The popular media’s perception of 
research
◦Popular press coverage can be 
sensationalist [1]

◦‘Researchers were shocked by 
results’

◦‘Miracle drug’

◦‘Results are astonishing’

1. Macdonald C. Could this 'miracle drug' extend your life? First results of anti-ageing medical trial on dogs are ‘astonishing', says scientist. Daily Mail, 6 May 2016. Available from: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-
3577923/Could-miracle-drug-extend-life-results-anti-ageing-medical-trial-dogs-astonishing-says-scientist.html

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3577923/Could-miracle-drug-extend-life-results-anti-ageing-medical-trial-dogs-astonishing-says-scientist.html#ixzz4ZodXYaHP


Looking at science coverage in the 
popular press
◦The focus is on the immediate impact not the science

◦The press tends to cover dramatic topics, and report 
on immediate solutions and quick fixes

◦Responses include “Why isn’t this available now?”
◦Hard to explain the time that product development 
takes



Why publish for scientists and 
researchers?
◦By reading about current research, scientists can gain 
insights that may impact their studies

◦Find collaborators

◦What they read
◦Scientific and medical press and journals
◦Trade publications



Why publish for business development 
audiences?
◦Companies can find areas of unmet need, find 
solutions

◦Funders can see who needs funding and who could 
provide a return on investment

◦What they read
◦Scientific and medical press and journals
◦Trade and business publications



The original paper
◦Padeliporfin vascular-targeted 
photodynamic therapy is a safe, 
effective treatment for low-risk, 
localised prostate cancer [1]

◦This might allow more men to 
consider a tissue-preserving 
approach and defer/avoid radical 
therapy

1. Azzouzi, Abdel-Rahmène et al. Padeliporfin vascular-targeted photodynamic therapy versus active surveillance in men with low-risk prostate cancer (CLIN1001 PCM301): an open-label, phase 3, randomised controlled trial. The 
Lancet Oncology , Volume 18 , Issue 2 , 181 - 191 



The original paper
◦The conclusion includes some 
caution, and the paper suggests 
that more research is needed

◦The paper is company-sponsored

1. Azzouzi, Abdel-Rahmène et al. Padeliporfin vascular-targeted photodynamic therapy versus active surveillance in men with low-risk prostate cancer (CLIN1001 PCM301): an open-label, phase 3, randomised controlled trial. The 
Lancet Oncology , Volume 18 , Issue 2 , 181 - 191 



The press release
◦The press release [1] uses much 
more ‘user friendly’ language 
than the paper

◦It drives the ‘shape’ of the story in 
the press

◦Statements are more ‘definite’ 

◦It provides quotes and soundbites

1. Dayantis, H. Light therapy effectively treats early prostate cancer.2- December 2016. University College London.



Urology Times and Prostate Cancer 
Advisor
◦Both publications target 
physicians; both pieces are 
written by science journalists

◦The Urology Times feature [1] 
uses the press release as a source, 
including quotes

◦It includes the perspective of a 
physician not part of the study

1. Guttman Krader  C. Laser-activated PCa therapy promising in phase III study, 23 January 2017.
2. Goodman J. Vascular-targeted Photodynamic Therapy in Prostate Cancer: A New Standard of Care? 20 December 2016.



Urology Times and Prostate Cancer 
Advisor
◦Prostate Cancer Advisor [2] uses 
the paper as the source

◦The language in both is non-
sensational

◦The conclusions are cautious and 
use a science and medical 
perspective

1. Guttman Krader  C. Laser-activated PCa therapy promising in phase III study, 23 January 2017.
2. Goodman J. Vascular-targeted Photodynamic Therapy in Prostate Cancer: A New Standard of Care? 20 December 2016.



IFLScience
◦IFLScience is a popular science 
site read by scientists and non-
scientists, and uses lay language

◦The piece [1] uses some 
information from the press 
release, including quotes, but also 
background information

1. Davies J. New Laser Treatment Based On Deep-Sea Bacteria Effectively Treats Prostate Cancer. IFLScience, 2016.



IFLScience
◦The piece says that the drug is 
not yet approved – this is from 
the press release and is 
important in managing 
expectations 

◦The conclusion is positive but 
the language remains 
measured

1. Davies J. New Laser Treatment Based On Deep-Sea Bacteria Effectively Treats Prostate Cancer. IFLScience, 2016.



The Telegraph
◦The Telegraph is a UK broadsheet 
newspaper

◦The piece [1] is based on the press 
release, including quotes

◦It is written by the science editor

1. Knapton S. Prostate cancer drug based on sea-bed bacteria brings complete remission for half of patients 



The Telegraph
◦It includes background from 
Cancer Research UK, providing a 
level of validation

◦It mentions that the treatment 
has not yet been approved in 
Europe

◦It adds that NICE approval is 
needed before use in the NHS

1. Knapton S. Prostate cancer drug based on sea-bed bacteria brings complete remission for half of patients 



The Daily Mail
◦The UK tabloid Daily Mail has a 
strong female readership; this is 
the Australian version

◦The piece [1] is written by a non-
specialist and is based on the 
press release, including quotes

◦The headline and style is dramatic

1. Johnson F. Bacteria extracted from the ocean floor will kill prostate cancer in HALF of all patients, study finds. 



The Daily Mail
◦ It includes images of Australian men 
who had prostate cancer

◦ It doesn’t mention that the therapy 
isn’t approved in EU or Australia

◦ It includes a video from Prostate 
Cancer UK; both a degree of 
validation & an information source

1. Johnson F. Bacteria extracted from the ocean floor will kill prostate cancer in HALF of all patients, study finds. 



The Sun
◦The UK tabloid The Sun has many 
male readers [1] 

◦It is by a journalist who focuses on 
health & is based on the release

◦It includes quotes & a case study

◦The headline is jokey; the article 
has more pictures than text

1. Wooller S. BEAM ME UP New laser therapy is ‘four times more effective at treating prostate cancer – and doesn’t leave men impotent’.



The Sun
◦It adds that the treatment is not 
approved in Europe, and won’t be 
available for a number of years

◦It includes a video from Prostate 
Cancer UK; both a degree of 
validation & an information 
source

1. Wooller S. BEAM ME UP New laser therapy is ‘four times more effective at treating prostate cancer – and doesn’t leave men impotent’.



What do we learn from these?
◦The press release often drives the shape of the story

◦For science and technical reporters, access to the 
paper is important

◦For more mainstream reporting, the press release is 
the key source

◦For products, giving timelines can help to manage 
expectations, especially for early stage science



What else can we add?
◦Pictures add impact, and case studies provide a 
human face

◦Background information is helpful – the company, the 
technology, the disease, the drug, independent 
information sources

◦Quotes are important – but keep them realistic and 
snappy



The challenges
◦Media coverage of research does depend on how the 
science is communicated by the scientists [1]

◦This means the interaction between the scientist and 
the journalist is very important

◦Remembering a few key things can make the whole 
interaction much more successful…

1. Helmuth L, Ageing research in the media. How the demands of newspaper and magazine publishing influence what people read about aging. EMBO Rep 2005. 6 Spec No: p. S81-3. 10.1038/sj.embor.7400434.



Know the audience
◦Be aware who you are talking to

◦Not all journalists and science writers are scientists

◦Be aware who will be reading the piece
◦The general population

◦Bench scientists and researchers

◦Business development teams



Journalists are busy people
◦Journalism is an increasingly pressured business, and 
fewer news outlets have specialist science writers

◦A press release is one of the key ways to communicate 
a story

◦A good press release will increase the chance of 
getting your story noticed and published



Watch your language
◦Keep it simple and clear but don’t dumb it down

◦Avoid scientific jargon and hyperbole

It's important for scientists to speak on a level that 
people can understand - using jargon or high science 
terms can make the conversation complex and isn't 
worthwhile for the reporter or their audience – Lisa 

LaMotta, BioPharma Dive



Structuring a press release
◦The structure: an inverted triangle

◦Summary points
◦Lead paragraph

◦Body of the press release, including quotes
◦Supporting information
◦Contact details



Writing a press release
◦Make sure it’s not advertising, and don’t overstate 
things

◦State facts; don’t be vague

◦Keep it brief

◦Keep in mind what you would want to read in a news 
story

◦If you include contacts, check their availability



Checklist of things to include
◦Who

◦What

◦Why 

◦Where 

◦When 

◦How



And most of all…
◦Don’t forget the ‘so what’ 

◦Just because you find it fascinating, doesn’t 
necessarily mean anyone else will!

◦Think – is the press release really necessary?
◦Why should the journalist read it/write about it?

◦If the journalist doesn’t think it’s interesting, then the 
audience won’t either



Send it out to the right people
◦Avoid the scattergun approach

◦Understand the journalist’s beat or the news source’s 
focus

◦Think about timing
◦Local holidays 

◦Deadlines for daily/weekly/monthly publications
◦Look at publication calendars



Talking to the press
◦Prepare well

◦Listen carefully to questions

◦Know what you can and can’t say

◦Remember your audience and use the right language



Thank you for listening
If you cannot - in the 

long run - tell everyone 
what you have been 

doing, your doing has 
been worthless.

Erwin Schrodinger 
(Nobel Prize winner in 

physics)

Suzanne Elvidge

suzanne.elvidge@pharmawrite.co.uk

suzanneelvidge.contently.com

www.linkedin.com/in/suzanneelvidge

Twitter - @suzannewriter

1. Dias DA, Urban S, Roessner U. A Historical Overview of Natural Products in Drug Discovery. Metabolites. 2012;2(2):303-336. doi:10.3390/metabo2020303.
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